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The terahertz wave, especially in the range of 0.3-10THz, is one of key technology seed for the next generation of indus-

tries. It is well known that the wave has a high potential to be applied to the novel detectors by which one could find some

kind of material such as explosives indirectly or easily in various packages at security scenes. However nobody has developed

yet that wave generator, then there is still lack of the fundamental knowledge on the interaction between terahertz wave and

material for identification of spectral line with the detectors.

We have carried out so far the simulation researches on the generation of the continuous terahertz waves in high-tempera-

ture superconductor, in order to develop a new generator. Theoretical analysis has shown that the terahertz wave has strong

nonlinearity and complex behavior over multi-scale of time and space as generating wave in the high-temperature supercon-

ductor. For dealing with those phenomena our simulation researches need the high-performance supercomputer such as the

Earth Simulator for large scale simulations. With the help of this computing power, we have revealed so far the new mecha-

nism and the conditions on generating terahertz wave as well as characteristics of the emitted terahertz wave from the device.

As result, we have succeeded in making clear the control parameters and the optimum condition for generating the continuous

waves in the range of 1-3 terahertz. 

Based on these progresses, our next theme is to develop a practical device. Before that, we need to make clear the condition of

generating the terahertz wave stably. The stable generation can be due to the stable Josephson plasma excitation. Thus, in this

term, we focused on studing the condition for the stable excitation of Josephson plasma wave in a wide range of frequency.
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1. Introduction 
The electromagnetic wave in the terahertz region has been

recognized as a new light-source of spectroscopic analyses for

dense or soft materials and bio-polymers, medical diagnoses

and information technology. Most of leading countries in the

world have already pushed to develop terahertz technology as

the next-generation infrastructure for sciences and industries.

It is however pointed out that there is still lack of generator of

the continuous terahertz wave in the world. In our research on

the new light-source by the continuous terahertz waves, we

have proposed to use high-temperature superconductor, HTC,

as a device for generating the terahertz wave. In HTC, CuO2

layers as superconductor and insulating layers are alternately

stacked up and form layers of Josephson junction, so called

intrinsic Josephson junctions (IJJ). 

The theory [1, 2] has already predicted a possibility that

there exists the plasma oscillation in the frequency range of

terahertz and that the plasma wave could excite and emit as

terahertz wave out of the edge of the device. The theory also

indicated that Josephson plasma behaves in strong nonlinear-

ity as complex system. Thus it had been very hard way for

experimentalist to verify the theory through developing the

IJJ device for generating the terahertz wave.

Simulation appears to be a reasonable approach for the

complex phenomena such as the IJJ device and emission of

Terahertz wave. This is because it is able to make clear

numerically system dynamics in detail through parametric

survey. Complexity requires simulation with high capability

and large capacity of computer. For example, simulation in

this case has to cover the broad space from 1nm to several

hundred µm and huge time steps of 108 steps by 10as step

width. This means that it takes a couple of year to make the

simulation only for a case if one uses a personal computer.

The Earth Simulator is therefore expected to be a reasonable

computer for solving this problem. 

Our simulation approach has been revealed out so far
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Fig. 1  Schematic diagram of the device generating terahertz waves. 

Bi2 Sr2 CaCu2 O8+δ forms IJJ. The device is consists of HTC crys-

tal and electrodes. The green part shows the IJJ sandwiched by

electrodes. An external current flows uniformly in the junctions

in the direction of the z axis. An external magnetic field is

applied to y-direction.

some mechanisms on excitation of Josephson plasma and

continuous emission of terahertz waves out of the IJJ device

under external magnetic field [3, 4]. Along our simulation

research Japanese or Korean experimentalists [5] had

announced in 2006 that they succeed to detect the terahertz

wave emitted from the IJJ device.

Thus, in this term, we focused on stable excitation of tera-

hertz wave, in order for experimentalists to develop their IJJ

device.

2. Model equations   
A device of the intrinsic Josephson junction of the high

temperature superconductors and its surrounding external

space was modeled for our simulation.

As for the IJJ device, some coupling equations of the

gauge-invariant phase difference ϕk, charge, electric field

and magnetic field were derived from Josephson relations

and Maxwell's equations. 

The gauge-invariant-phase difference is a phase-differ-

ence of wave function in insulating layer k between super-

conducting layer l + 1 and l layer. It is related to Josephson's

superconducting electric current. For the external space,

Maxwell's equations were used for describing the emission

of electromagnetic wave. Let us show our model equations

for simulation. 

Eqs.(1), (2), (3) and (4) describing the dynamics of the

phase difference, charge, electric field and magnetic field are

given by

λc = (cΦo/8 π2 D Jc) 1/2 penetration depth in the c axis direc-

tion, β = 4πσ λc /(ε0.5 c), ωp = c/(λc ε
0.5) Josephson plasma

frequency, t' = ωp t normalized time, x' = x/λc normalized

coordinate in x direction, ρ' = ρ (Jc/λcωp) normalized charge

density and E'z = Ez(2πcD/Φo ωp) normalized electric field. 

3. Computational feature of simulation
Based on the model equations, we carried out simulation

in order to  make it clear various effects on stable excitation

of Josephson plasma by varying conditions of numerical

experiments. In this simulation, the space is scaled from 1nm

to several hundred µm and time from atta to nano second.

Thus it is assumed that the system is uniform along the y-axis,

and two-dimensional simulation in the x-z plane appears to be

reasonable for studies of the device exciting Josephson plas-

ma. The time dependent finite difference method was adopt-

ed for solving its numerical processes. 

Our simulation needs to treat nonlinear equations with

large space and time steps; approximately 106 spatial mesh-

cells for the x-z two-dimensional model and by 108 time

steps of 10as. Many parametric simulations are also required

to study the effects of various conditions on the excitation of

Josephson plasma, with combination of different material

properties, device shapes, current supply methods and cur-

rent control etc. 

Hence it becomes large- scale simulation. 

4. Simulation 
We studied the conditions for the stable excitation of

Josephson plasma in the wide range of frequency, using sim-

ulation model as shown in Fig. 1.

The excitation of Josephson plasma in the IJJ device was

studied by simulating various interactions between fluxons

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

where ∆(2) Ak is Ak+1–2Ak + Ak–1, k number of insulator 

layer between superconducting layer l and l + 1, σ conduc-

tivity of the quasi-particles, ε dielectric constant of the 

insulating layers, µ the Debye length, Φo flux unit, Jc 

critical current density, s, D conducting and insulating 

layer thickness, ρk+1/2 charge density in superconducting

layer in k+1/2, Ez

k electric field in z direction at insulator

layer k, λab penetration depth in the ab-plane direction, 
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and Josephson plasma reflected at the inner wall of the

device. 

We performed simulation with many combinations of

parameter: different material properties, device length, 

current supply methods and current control etc. Parameters

are as follows: (a) constant parameters s = 3Å, D = 15Å, 

β = 0.02, µ = 0.6µm and α = 0.1, (b) variable parameters 

λc = 75 ~ 300µm, λab = 0.1 ~ 0.4µm, Lx = 25 ~ 100µm, 

N = 35, 70, 140 layers. The normalized external current 

J/Jc was varied from 0.0 to Jc and Jc to 0 to study the effect

of increasing and decreasing path of external current.

5. Result  
Figure 2 shows the relations between the intensity of

Josephson plasma excitation and the normalized constant part

of electric field Ez' under the external magnetic fields; By: 0.5,

1.0, 2.0T. The intensity of excitation is defined as amplitude

of oscillating part of normalized electric field of Josephson

plasma. The frequency of Josephson plasma is described as f

= 2e/h(s+D)Ez in relation to the constant part of electric field

Ez. It is found that there are some 'peaks' of the excitation of

Josephson plasma. Thus we tagged those peaks as B1  in (a),

B2 and B3 in (b), and B4,  B5, B6 and B7 in (c). 

In the device, Josephson plasma are oscillating with forms

of node-less to (N/2–1)-nodes wave as shown in Fig. 3.

Number of nodes along c-axis depends on value of Ez'.

The Josephson plasma wave is emitted out of the device

and transformed into terahertz wave. If Josephson plasma

wave shows oscillation with one-node to (N/2-1)-nodes, ter-

ahertz wave decreases its intensity due to interfering

between the oscillation phases of different sign at the edge

of the device. On the other hand, the oscillation phase of

Josephson plasma wave with  node-less wave indicates the

same sign at the edge of the device. Thus, Josephson plasma

wave with node-less wave is transformed into intense tera-

Fig. 2  Relations between the intensity of Josephson plasma excitation and the normalized constant part of electric field Ez'

averaged in device. External magnetic field By: 0.5, 1.0, 2.0T. λc = 150µm, λab = 0.2µm, Lx = 50µm, N = 70.

Fig. 3  Schematic diagram of waves along c-axis. Each Josephson plas-

ma wave has no-node to (N/2-1)-nodes along c-axis in ab-plane

of IJJ device.

hertz wave more than that those of one-node to (N/2-1)-

nodes wave.

In Fig. 2,  Josephson plasma wave shows node-less wave

in B1', B3 and B7, one-node wave in B6 and two-node wave

in B5. In addition, large amplitude of oscillation is also

observed on these points of 'peaks.'  Therefore the peaks in

B1', B3 and B7 are regarded as stable excitation.  

In Fig. 2 we defined a frequency band for the stable exci-

tation of Josephson plasma wave as ∆f on B1', B3 and B7.

Comparing with these frequency bands as shown in 

Fig. 4, it is clear that ∆f is in inversely proportion to intensi-

ty of the external magnetic field By. This means that a con-

trol parameter for the stability of Josephson plasma excita-

tion is determined with regard to external magnetic field By.

As example shown in Fig. 2(a) for By = 0.5T, ∆f extends its

band up to 1.6THz , corresponding to the stable excitation

with 2 ~ 3.6THz that might be in applicable range of tera-

hertz wave for real usage. 

6. Conclusion and future work
In this year, we studied the conditions for the stable exci-
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tation of Josephson plasma wave over the wide range of fre-

quency. The result would be useful for scientists and indus-

tries to design or develop IJJ device generating the continu-

ous terahertz wave for real applications.

The Earth Simulator shows clearly that large-scale simu-

lation with high performances is significantly effective

methodology for developing new technologies.
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Fig. 4  The external magnetic field By dependency of the frequency

band width of stable Josephson plasma excitation. λc = 150µm,

λab = 0.2µm, Lx = 50µm, N = 70.
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